PRICES FOR LANGUAGE AND EDUCATIONAL TRIPS
As a non-profit organization we are not authorized to make profits. However, we have to respect our
purpose of the statues and articles. This states that all of our projects have to encourage international
understanding in general; particularly exchange, education and communication of young people in the
intercultural context. Consequently, the prices are exclusively valid if the trips do not only serve
touristic purposes.
Basic price per week and person: 320, - €
This includes:















Accommodation and breakfast (5x)
Optional: 3x German class/ Workshop on a regional interesting and current topic in the
morning
1 day at a German school, communication with the school
Entire organization of the week, we do the research, the phoning, order the tickets, book
events etc.
All-round service during the whole week
Costs for the pedagogue of aubiko
Preparation of the material
Providing of the material
Daily guided tours
Quizzes
Planning of gatherings with German students, witnesses, locals
Health Insurance
24h availability
Detailed report with photographs in English and German

This can be booked on request:
1.) Flight
If requested, we can book the flight for you. As soon as we have your inquiry, we get in touch with
an airline and inform you about the price. Please note that group trips are always more expensive
than individual bookings. There are no discounts for groups. We charge a booking fee of 10, - €.
2.) Additional Stays
We charge 35, - € per additional stay. (Breakfast included)
3.) Hot lunch and/or hot dinner
Experience shows that it makes sense to eat in the educational institution, particularly on the
days that include workshops or seminars (usually 3 days). Regarding the remaining days, it is
better for the students to arrange their own meals. During the week in Germany, we
recommend that every student should eat Döner, Currywurst, Rostbrätl, Butterbrezel,
Flammkuchen or other German specialities- this is how you get to know the country!
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The meal includes a starter, main dish, side dish, dessert and beverage. For each meal in the
hostel, 8, - € are being charged.
4.) Entrance fees and public transport
Depending on the destination of the trip, it is possible that there will be costs for certain
activities and public transport. In this case, either the students pay with their pocket money or
we initially calculate everything and add it to the basic price. If every student pays individually
it is likely that it will be quite expensive and the group loses time. Nevertheless, it can be
considered a helpful German exercise. That is for you to decide! The definite costs will be
communicated by us.
5.) Costs for the teachers
In most instances, the costs for the teachers are split among the students or the school is in
charge of the payment.
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